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Crystal-Beld symmetry and ordered phases
in arrays of helical XY spin chains
O. Heinonen
Department of Physics, University of Central Florida, Ortando, Ftorida M816'
(Received 21 April 1992; revised manuscript received 21 July 1992)
The e8'ect of crystal-field symmetry and strength on the nature of ordered phases in threeThe phase
dimensional systems consisting of arrays of helical XY spin chains is investigated.
diagrams of chiral chains in arrays with twofold symmetry always exhibit a Lifshitz point, where
paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and incommensurate phases meet. In contrast, the phase diagrams of
chains in arrays in which the crystal field has higher symmetry than twofold have no Lifshitz point,
whether the chains are chiral or not. In these arrays, the initial phase transition is always paramagnetic to incommensurate. The existence of a Lifshitz point in the phase diagram of nonchiral chains
in arrays with twofold symmetry depends sensitively on the interchain coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

is increased, the entropic contribution to the
free energy increases, and commensurate structures other
than the one which minimizes the internal energy, as well
as incommensurate structures, may become energetically
favorable. At elevated temperatures, there are polymer
systems which have been observed to display phases with
both commensurate and incommensurate structures. It
has also been observed experimentally that the individual molecules in some crystalline polymers become disordered as the temperature is increased but remains below
the melting temperature of the lattice of chains. One ex(PTFE).s
ample is the polymer polytetrafiuoroethylene
The phase diagram of this polymer is displayed in Fig.
1. In the high-temperature phases I and IV, the polymer chains form commensurate helices, and in phase I
they have a large amount of helical disorder. ~o In the
low-temperature phase II, the chains are ordered incommensurate helices. In these three phases, the packing of
the chains is hexagonal. In the high-pressure phase III,
on the other hand, the unit cell is orthorhombic and the

temperature

A variety of physical systems, such as magnetic systems, binary alloys, and lipid bilayers, exhibit spatially modulated phases. These spatial modulations arise
from competing interactions. Some systems with competing interactions have been modeled by, for examIsing model
ple, the anisotropic next-nearest-neighbor
(ANNNI), ~ s and the chiral-clock model. ~ 4 The phase
diagrams of these models in three dimensions are in general very complex, but are well described by mean-field
theories
and have the following qualitative features.
Let r be a parameter denoting the relative strength of
the competing interactions. The phase diagram in the
(T —K) plane can in general be divided into two parts.
In one, the disorder-order phase transition is paramagnetic to ferromagnetic.
In the other part of the phase
diagram, on the other hand, the transition is from a paramagnetic phase to incommensurate one, with many subsequent modulated phases as the temperature is further
reduced. The paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and incommensurate phases all meet at the Lifshitz point.
Competing interactions also arise in many crystalline
polymers. In these systems, isolated chains have helical conformations with a pitch incommensurate with the
monomer spacing along the chain, i.e. , the displacement
of torsional angle between successive monomers is not
a simple rational fraction of 2'. The reason for this is
that the pitch is determined by a complicated sum of
interatomic forces. Unless the molecule itself has some
particular symmetry, the pitch resulting from this sum is
incommensurate with the monomer spacing. When the
polymer molecules are packed in a regular array, however,
the interchain interactions typically favor a commensurate ordering. The conformations of the molecules are
then determined by the interplay between the competing
intrachain and interchain interactions, as well as the temperature and external Beld. It has been shown that at
absolute zero of temperature, the polymer molecules in a
regular array form a commensurate structure. 7 s As the
47
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram in the PT plane of PTFE.
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molecules have planar zigzag conformations.
In many cases, the physical properties of a polymer system depend on the helical conformation of the molecules.
It is therefore important to understand how this eonforrnation is affected by intrachain and interchain interactions and temperature, as well as external fields. The
motivation for the work presented here was to qualitatively describe the phase diagram of such systems. Most
helical polymer molecules are degenerate in the sense
that an isolated chain is equally likely to be a righthanded helix or a left-handed helix. However, there exist
whole classes of polymers which have a preferred chirality. We shall refer to such systems as chiral systems,
in contrast to systems with no preferred handedness,
which we shall call nonchiral.
Important examples of
chiral rnolecules are biomolecules such as nucleic acids
s Recent developments in the
and n-amino proteins.
synthesis of polymers have also led to heliospecific polymerization in which chiral polymers are synthesized with
a specific handedness. Therefore, it is important to understand how chirality may aÃect the phase diagram of
these systems. We have investigated how the symmetry and strength of the crystal field (the precise meaning
of the crystal field will be given later) affect the nature
of the phase diagram of three-dimensional systems consisting of arrays of helical XY spin systems, both chiral
and nonchiral. Preliminary results on the initial orderdisorder transition for chiral systems in the limit of very
large crystal-Beld strength, appropriate for polymers,
In the present paper, we present
were published earlier.
a more complete and general account of both chiral and
nonchiral systems. Our main result is that for chiral helices in crystal fields with twofold symmetry, for example, arrays with an orthorhombic structure, the disorderorder transition dramatically changes character as a funcThe transition changes
tion of crystal-field strength.
paramagnetic-incommensurate
from a high-temperature
phase
phase transition to a paramagnetic-ferromagnetic
This crossover occurs for all values of the
transition.
preferred pitch of an isolated helix (although the exact
location in the phase diagram of the crossover depends
on this pitch). The crossover implies the existence of a
Lifshitz point in the phase diagram. If the crystal field
has higher symmetry than twofold, on the other hand,
the order-disorder transition occurs (almost) always s to
an initial incommensurate phase and there is no Lifshitz
point, whether the chains are chiral or not. As the temperature is further reduced, the system exhibits a sequence of modulated phases. Finally, nonchiral systems
in arrays with twofold may exhibit Lifshitz points only if
the interchain interactions are weak.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we will
discuss the general form of the Hamiltonians that we will
consider, and in Sec. IIA chiral models are studied. In
Sec. IIB we will discuss nonchiral models, and Sec. III
contains a discussion and conclusions.

II. GENERAL MODEL
We are considering systems which can be described as
an array of chains of M classical XY spins equidistantly

47

spaced with a separation d along the z axis. Polymer
molecules, for example, can be thought of as a set of directed rnonomers pointing in the 2:y plane, and the spins
represent the angles which the directed monomers make
with respect to the 2: axis. The spins are free to rotate
in the xy plane and are positioned at r, ~, where the index i denotes the position along the z axis, and
is an
index denoting the chain. We will assume that r, ~ forms
a regular lattice with the property that z r; ~ = r, ~ .
The spin at r, ,z is denoted S;,z —cos8, ,&x+ sin8, ,&y,
where 8; ~ is the angle between S; ~ and the x axis. We
write the Hamiltonian as a sum of intrachain and interchain terms, H = Ho+ H;„~„. The specific form of
the intrachain part Ho will depend on if the model is
chiral or nonchiral. We will restrict the interchain part
H;„t„ to include only nearest-neighbor interactions. In
addition to the nearest-neighbor spin-spin interactions,
we expect that this part will contain a term describing
the interaction of a monomer with its average crystalline
environment. This term will explicitly contain the symmetry of the lattice of chains. We identify these two
components of H;„t„by first writing the potential eninteractions as a sum
ergy of in-plane nearest-neighbor
of pair potentials, and expand the monomer mass densities in multipoles. ~4 To first order we obtain a term proportional to cos(8, ~ —8, ~'). Averaging over the angles
and summing over nearest neighbors removes the angular
dependence of all terms up to nth order, where n is the
symmetry of the chain packing, i.e. , n = 6 for hexagonal
packing and n = 4 for a square lattice. To nth order, we
find a term proportional to cos(n8;, ~). This is the term
that has the symmetry of the lattice. The Hamiltonian
is then

j

i.

H

= NHO+p)

cos(n8, , )

—2J~

)

cos(8, ,

—8, , ).
(2.1)

Here N is the number of chains, and (j, j') means that
the summation extends over nearest-neighbor chains
and j'. The parameter p is a measure of what we shall
here call the crystal-field strength. Note that both the
value of p as well as the symmetry of the crystal field can
be affected by the application of, for example, isotropic
pressure and uniaxial stress, as well as other external

j

fieMs.
We separate the Hamiltonian
effective single-chain piece,

Hi

——Hp

+p

and an interchain
Hz

= —2 J~

equation

) cos(n8, , ),

(2.1) into an

(2.2)

piece

)

cos(8, ~

—8, ,~~).

(2.3)

(j j')

In addition, we will sometimes couple an external field
F(r, ~) conjugate to the spin variables to the Hamiltonian defined by equation (2.1), which adds a term
— . F(r; ~) S(r; ~). This field need not be a physically

g.
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realizable field, but is a convenient device for considering
an initial phase transition from a disordered (paramagnetic) phase to an ordered one.
The strategy that we will adopt is to treat the singlechain Hamiltonian equation (2.2) as exactly as possible,
and then to add approximations for the interchain interactions. This is a reasonable approximation for pseudoone-dimensional systems in which the intrachain correlations are much stronger than the interchain correlations,
and has been applied successfully to polymers and other
We also note that meansystems in earlier work.
field approximations (both in-plane and along the axes)
applied to, for example, the ANNNI model gives excellent
results concerning the structure of the ordered phases for
three-dimensional
systems. Therefore, we believe that
the effects addressed here can be well described by the
approximations that we shall use &8
Our focus will be on how the crystal field and temperature affect the chain conformations in the ordered
phases. These conformations will be studied through the
intrachain susceptibilities

—8,

i

—A),

(2 5)

)

cos(gi

—gi i —ct') + 7)

cos(ngi i))

j.

We note
where we have dropped the chain subscript
that we can restrict n to n E [0, vr/n). For a. larger than
8, + i2mm/ n
by 8,
7r/n we make the substitutions
+ n —2am/n,
where m is the
(i = 1, 2, . . . , M) and o. —
smallest integer such that 2am/ n—n & 0 and m & n.
This has as a consequence that commensurate order with
a pitch 2vrm/n (0 & m & n) and ferromagnetic orders are
equivalent within our formalism.
The properties of the Hamiltonian equation (2. 6)
are most easily studied within a transfer-integral
The transfer-integral equation for a single
formalism.
chain is

~

2 7r

e p Ji cos(g'

p"i cos(A8' —1) @
cl) —

—s' —1

A:

(gi )

= &A:@~(8*-i)

(2 7)

Here @g(8) and Ai, are the right eigenfunctions and the
corresponding eigenvalues of the transfer-integral operator. The integral kernel in Eq. (2.7) is not symmetric
for a g 0. Hence, the left and right eigenfunctions are
in general not equal, and the eigenvalues are in general
complex. However, the largest eigenvalue, Ao, is always
real since the integral kernel is real. It is easy to show
that the left eigenfunctions 4 i, (8) are related to O'J, (8) by

@ ( g) epp

(g)

cos('As)

(2.8)

With the appropriate normalization of the eigenfunctions CA, and O'A, , the correlation function can be expressed in terms of these eigenfunctions as
i'
fi —

(8')l@I)&c'~l~ (8')I@p)

cos(8;,&

(2.6)

We first consider chiral models. As we mentioned in
the Introduction, there are many important physical systems that are chiral. In addition, chiral Hamiltonians
intrachain interactions exwith only nearest-neighbor
hibit modulated phases, whereas nonchiral models require at least nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor
interactions to exhibit modulated phases, which leads to
considerably more complicated models.
As a model intrachain Hamiltonian Hp, we take

&c'pl~i

= —Jii

Hi

A. Chiral models

(8)~ (8')) =)

)

Hamiltonian Ho is then a
J~~ & 0. The ground state of the
right-handed helix with pitch n. This pitch is determined
only by intrachain interactions and is in general not a
rational fraction of 2vr. We start by investigating the
effective single-chain Hamiltonian

where P = 1/(k~T) and angular brackets denote thermal
averages. In particular, if the Fourier transform of y&"
has a maximum at a wave vector with a Bnite component
q„ then the chains have a helical conformation with an
average pitch q, d.

&~i

= —Jii

Hp

2663

I

f

(Ap
I

where
&c A,

which are in general complex, then occur in bands,
and can be written as A~& with m a non-negative integer representing the band index and p an integer with
—n/2 & p & n/2. The matrix elements appearing in Eq.
(2.9) are then of the form
AA,

lf l@k )

=

dgC . (8)@A,.
A,

f

(8) (8).

(2.10)

The n-fold symmetry of the crystal-field term causes
the solutions of Eq. (2.7) to be in the form of Bloch
functions, namely
@g(8) = exp (ipg) ug(8)

(2.11)

with p an integer and uA, (8) a periodic function of period 27r/n (we use roman i to denote the imaginary unit,
and italic i to denote a site index). The eigenvalues

dgC, „(8)C . „.(8)f(8),
,

with f(8)
p' = p +

=

(2.12)

cosg or sing, and these will vanish unless

1. (In the case n = 2, there are only two
in the band m = 0. If the second largest

eigenvalues
eigenvalue is complex, we let

Ao

~~ denote this eigenvalue
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and its complex conjugate. ) Equation (2.9) then reduces

) (C, , IS„(8,)le,

(S,(8,)S.(8,')) =

I

(Co, o

I

(C'o, i

I

to
- Ii —
i'}

, )(c', , ls. (8,')le„

The correlations will be dominated by the closest excited states coupled by S„(8,) to the ground state 4'p p.
Hence, we retain only the term with ni = 0 in Eq. (2. 13).
By de6ning
(@o,o

47

:

**(i —i') = 2@I'

~»(i
&0X
&o"(&

a,

(2.13)

0, 0

ilit

—

2PI

»n8 @0,1) =ay,
I

cos 8

I

(4o, i sin 8 4p,
I

I

(2. 14)

@p,p) = b = a,

p): b„= —a„,

where
i(l —a~), and using the relationship between
the right and left eigenfunetions given Eq. (2.8) together
with the fact that eigenfunctions belonging to complex
conjugate eigenvalues are themselves complex conjugate,
4~ if A~
A~ „,we arrive at the following
result for the single-chain susceptibilities y& .

a„=

„= „

„=

—I'2 a b e'4'+'q"
1 + I' —2I' cos(q, d + P)

R(a

b

)

This shows that the correlations are dominated by the
Fourier components q, d = +P. Thus, the argument of
the conformation of the isolated
Ap i always determines
chain. We shall find that when interehain interactions
are added, the intrachain correlations are dominated by
their values for an isolated chain, and the nature of the
ordered phases depends strongly on these correlations.
(Note that we will here only consider ferromagnetic interchain correlations which do not further frustrate the
system. )
We can easily solve for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the transfer-integral equation (2.7) in the limits
+ 0 and pp
oo, while p/Jll remains finite and
pp —
+ 0, the eigenfunctions
nonzero. In the limit Pp —
are
(phyll),

v&

(

e+ik8

and the corresponding
A~y

= e+'"

II,

2PI

i&)

—I' —~'ly

a a

—~41' —~'I

—~ —"
I

I

y

(2.i6)

Fourier transforming then yields antiferromagnetic intrachain correlations. This case has been eliminated by a
suitable redefinition of n and 8, as discussed earlier. If
Ap i is complex, then Ap
i = Ap i The Fourier transform then becomes
~

'&+'q

"

—2I' cos(q, d —P)
go*(i) = —cos(io. )

Ii(P Jll)

Pageos(n8,
= —sin(in)
yP(i)

Ii(P~II)

P

(2.i9)

~

In the limit Pp
oo, in which the model becomes
equivalent with the p-state chiral-clock model, we expand
exp [—
i)] to second order about 8, i = (2@+

1)~/n to obtain

~

„(8)

(2.i5)

Here, Ap i/Ap i = I'e', and R denotes the real part.
In the case that Ap i is real and positive, the correlation
functions are exponentially decaying. Hence, the Fourier
transform has a maximum at q, = 0 and the intrachain
correlations are ferromagnetic. In the case that A0 q is
real and negative, we can write

R(a" be*) —I'I a*b'e
1 + I'

p

/2~n2P&

n —1

)„,

A(8

—(2p+1)

/ ]

(2.20)

(2.17)
eigenvalues

)

—&') = —Xo*(& —&')

cos 8 @o,i)—
I

—~4 l~ —~'I
2PI' —l~ —"I y a2e
y

The eigenvalue problem then separates into an n x n matrix for each Bloch band. Hence, for n = 2 the two largest
eigenvalues are always real, whereas for n
2, the second

)

are

(2.is)

where ly(x) is a modified Bessel function of order k. It
is then straightforward to obtain a~ = 1/2 and
i/2,
so that

a„=

largest eigenvalue is in general complex. We then conclude that in this limit, the intrachain correlations are
always ferromagnetic for n = 2, whereas they are helical
($ $ 0) for n 2. o
The question then arises how the phase P of Ap i, and
hence the intrachain correlations, depends on Pp. In particular, the above limiting cases show that for n = 2 there

)
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must be a transition from Ao i complex to real as Pp increases. In Fig. 2 we have plotted the argument of Ao i
for various values of p as a function of temperature for
n = 2 and n = 3. We note that for n = 3, the arguments
+ oo to n as P -+ 0. For
go smoothly from zero as P —
n = 2, on the other hand, the arguments become zero at

Pv-

&.

We now add interchain spin-spin interactions given by
the Hamiltonian H2 in Efl. (2.3), and turn to the conformations of ordered phases. The behavior of the spin-spin
correlations of the isolated chain leads us to the following
conjecture, For n 2, the initial phase transition from a
disordered phase will (almost) always
high-temperature
occur to an incommensurate
phase because the single

)

H

)u cos(8;,j —8, i,j —n) ——JL )
+p ) cos(n8, , —) F(r,, S(r,, ).
1

= —J~~

)

IN. . .
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chain is helical with a pitch which depends smoothly on
temperature.
Hence, the phase diagrams of these systems contain no Lifshitz point. For n = 2, however, the
isolated chain becomes ferromagnetic if Pp is larger than
some critical value (Pp)„. If, when interchain interactions are added, the order-disorder transition occurs at a
temperature low enough that Pp
(Pp)„, the intrachain
correlation will already have developed ferromagnetic order. Hence, such a phase transition must occur directly
to a ferromagnetic phase. This implies the existence of a
Lifshitz point for p = p„.
We test this conjecture by a method due to Scalapino,
Imry, and Pincus. 2i We add an external field conjugate
to the spins. The total Hamiltonian is thus

)

+ sln8, j sin8, jjl'

[cos8&j cos8&ji

(2.21)

)

The susceptibility can, by the fiuctuation —dissipation theorem, be related to the linear response of (S&(r;j)) to an
applied field F(r;j). We treat the chains as pseudo one dimensional and calculate the susceptibility yi'"(g) in a scheme
where the interchain couplings are treated in the mean-field approximation. In this approximation, the Hamiltonian
is then written
~mf

=

JJ )
) j j
+p ) cos(n8, —) F(r, j) S(r;j).
cos(8i,

J~~

—A)

8i i,

[cos 8ij (cos 8ij ')

+ sin 8ij (sin 8ij '))

t

U

(2.22)

&)

Upon introducing
fields,

= — (cos8;j')e

)
S„(ci) = —
)
8

(g)

the Fourier transform

of the mean

'~"'~',

(2.23)

'~""',

(2.24)

and of the applied field

).

F(~) = — F(r*j)e

U'

U'

Hmf

=

J~~

(sin 8, ')e

,

the mean-field Hamiltonian

—
)
) JJ (q~)e'
COS(8ij

8i ]

'

'&

j —fi) + 7

S(r;

)

) S(q)

)

e'~

)

—

)
= ) .e'""' l&(~) —J~(q~)S(q)1.

h(r, , ) =

For a single chain, S (q~) and S&(q~) are related to the
external field by the single-chain susceptibility yo (q, ),
so that

~&(q. ) =-

that S(r;j) is

h(r;j)

becomes

F(q) S(r,j)e'

(2.27)

j nearest neighbors to j. This shows
subjected to an efFective external field

with

(2.25)

Cos(fi8ij)

where

JJ (qg) = Jq (q, q„) = Jq

"'"

given by

h(q)e'"'*"

(2.28)

).

(2.29)

xo (q. )h-(q. )

Thus, by combining Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) we obtain for
the array of chains

)

V

s.(~) Ã„„—J~(q~)x,'"(q, )1 = )

z„(~)~," (q, ).

V

(2.30)
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The susceptibilities y""(g) are then related to those of a
single chain,
(q, ), by

g

~"

(q)=). ((~ —~i(«)~0(«))

),

~o

(~*)

(2.31)
At certain temperatures and wave vectors, we will find
that the matrix [1 —J~(q~)yo(q, )j becomes singular,
which we will interpret as a spontaneous ordering of the
chains into the structures given by these wave vectors.
This leads to the determinantal equation

J

(q

)~.*.(q. )

-».
Ji(n

)e"(q.)

(q

J~ (q~) Xo*(q.)

) X()"(q. )

(2.32)

—I

The largest temperature at which solutions to this equation exist is then the physically relevant transition temperature.
+ 0
If we insert the results from above in the limits p —
+ oo for
and p —
y() (q, ), the equation determining the
phase transition becomes

~-r~

2

—2I' cos(q, d —P)

1 + I's

P

~

(2.33)

Ji(n).

~

+ 0, P
in both limits. For p —
o. for all n Fo. r Pp
oo,
2, so
P is a smooth function of temperature for n
the initial ordered phase is in general incommensurate.
Hence, there is no Lifshitz point. For n = 2 on the other
hand, P = 0, in which case the susceptibility diverges for
q, d = 0 and the initial ordered phase is ferromagnetic.
In this case, there will be a Lifshitz point in the phase

)

diagram.
These results give rise to the possibility of a sequence of
commensurate phases for n & 2 as the temperature is reduced below the initial order-disorder transition temperature. While the above considerations support our conjecture concerning the nature of the initial order-disorder
transition, the method used does not apply below the
initial ordered phase. In order to determine qualitative
nature of the phase diagram as the temperature is lowered below the transition to the initial ordered phase, we
further investigate the mean-Beld model

~~—
(o) „=q
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FIG. 3. Argument argAp, y in the in-plane mean-Beld approximation for (a) n = 2 and (b) n = 3. In these graphs,
—z J~ —1, and n = 0.197. The critical temperatures for
J~~
n = 2, p = 0.75, and p = 1.0 are indicated by the arrows.
In these cases, the argument becomes zero at temperatures
above T, . Hence, the initial ordered phase is ferromagnetic.
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H~f

= —J~~

For ferromagnetic
the ansatz

)

cos(8, , ~ —8, i ~

interchain

—n~
o, ) ——J~

J

l'
coupling,

)

[cos 8,~ (cos 8,&1) + sing;z(sing;z~)]

) 0 wemake

+p

cos(ng, ~

(2.34)

Hamiltonian

II f = —Jii)
(2.35)

+p)

(sin 8, ~ ) = (sin 8, ~'),

cos(8;

—8, i —n)
—zJ~) S, (S;), (236)

cos(ng; i)

where z is the in-plane coordination num eer.. This Hamiltonian can b e stu d'ie d b y a transfer-integral formalism in
which the equations
~

~

that is, the indicated averages are independent of the
'
i
this ansatz, together wit
chain index
d
g.'. With

=, (;,

2667

ij

(cos8, ~) = (cosg;, ~ ),

(S;,) = S , (S )), we

IN. . .

obtain an effective single-chain
1

6+P J]~ COS(e

—8

Z

—CL) —PP COS (

27K

8

)+PJ~[cos(8;)(cosa, )+sin(e;)(sine, l]@ (g
)

and

(S,") = (C.(8, ) S,"
I

I

e.(8,))

The free energy per spin is

are solved self-consistently.
then obtained as

F/N

= —k~T ln Ao +

(2.38)

zi

z J~ (S)z.

metr y and p sufliciently
s
order transition. For twofold sym
structure factor developed a peak at q, = 0 at
1arge, th e s
- d err transition. For small va ue s of
as
disor d er-or
the d'
a
lo edata
well as for threefold symmetry, the peak develope
these simulations support
e
nonzero va ue of q, . Hence
our conclusions.

(2.39)

In Fig. 3, we show the phase (t = argAO
A i of the intrachain correlation as a function of temperature for (a)

—0 5

(2.37)

p @ (g

PM

(aj

'n the figure)

d
the initial disorderorder phase transition occurs at the downward cusps o
the curves before the argument of the correlations has be'
ro. Ass ~1 increases, however, the phase of the corcome zero.
'
relations become zero at temperatures above
thee initial
b
't'
cri ica l t em perature and the phase transition is paramFor n = 3, on the o er an,
e
agne t'ic t o ferromagnetic.
the phase transition occurs at the upward cusps
cus s oof the
hi h +
into an initial incommensurate
hase. This verifies the absence of a Iifshitz poin or
F b th = 2 and n = 3 the initial incommensurate phases are followed by subsequent modulated

LP

~~~0

been performe d wi'th a high enough numerical precision
'
'
'
to d'
ciistinguis h thee individual modulated phases an t eir
'
o
phase bboun d aries.. As a consequence, the argumen
the correlations appears to evolve continuously wit temerature below the initial disorder-order transition. The
—p p a
nature of the phase diagrams in t e
pictedd in F'ig. 4. Note that both for n = 2 an n = 3,
there is an interva l o f p for which there is a reentrance
ed lated hases as the temperature is decreasee below an initial ferromagnetic phase, although t e rang
p for which it occurs increases rapidly for increasing o. .

(b)
upwith

FIG. 4. Schematic high-temperature re p hase diagrams in
the

a
are not due to artifacts in the mean-field approxima ion.
In these simulations, we calculatedd thee sstructure factor
ear the disorder8 0, 0, q, as a function of temperature nea

PM

T —p

n,

=

plane for th ree- dimensional chiral molecu es, and
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FM. The initial phase in the transitron rom p
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)
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B. Nonchiral

models

function is

We have found that for the chiral model, there is
a fundamental difference between systems with twofold
symmetry (n = 2), and systems with higher symmetry
(n & 2) in that the phase diagram of the former possesses a Lifshitz point, while those of the latter do not.
While there are real physical systems which have a preferred handedness, most systems do not. Therefore it is
important to investigate if our main conclusion regarding the effect of the symmetry of the crystal lattice holds
for nonehiral systems. In general, we do expect a qualitative difference between the two systems, since chiral
and nonchiral systems belong to different universality
classes. 3 However, these differences may be restricted
only to finer details, such as critical exponents, and may
not be discernible in the gross features of the phase diagrams. A complication for nonchiral systems is that
the intrachain Hamiltonian must necessarily include both
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor
interactions.
We write the single-chain Hamiltonian as

Hc

=

)

[U(8, 2)

+ V(8, i, 8,

2)

+ w(8, , 8,

2)] .

" d8

.

&

2~'e

w(e, , e,

.

PU(8—
, g) —PV(88, y) —PW(8+F8, y)@

2

= —JiS,

2i),

i. S,

)

where Jq, J~
0. The couplings J~ and J2 give rise
to competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions along the chain axes, analogous to the ANNNI
model. 2 This Hamiltonian has ground states which are
helices with a pitch n given by cosa. = Ji j(4J2), for
J2
1/8. Another example is given by

jJ»

8' —2)

+ ct2 (8'

8'-2)
(2.43)

W(8, , 8,

P(8, —28, i+8;
2) = —

)

(2.45)

We note that in spite of the fact that the Hamiltonian
Ho has degenerate ground states (left- and right-handed
kernel is not symmetric.
helices), the transfer-integral
Hence, the left and right eigenfunetions are not equal,
and the eigenvalues are in general complex (except for
the largest eigenvalue Ao).
Thermal averages and correlation functions are given
by

d8, d8;+g

(f(8')) =

-=(o
)&

=

I

c'0(8*+ 8') f(8')~. (8*+ 8')

f(8.) o),

(2.46)

I

).«

I

f(8')

I

k&&k]g(8 )

10&—

(2.41)

(2.42)

—o 1 (8' —1

is

k+0

W(8, , 8, 2) = J2S, S,

V(8' —1 8' —2)

(g

= Ai, 4'g(8;+i, 8, ).

&f(8')g(8

where the difference in angles is only up to a modulus of
~. One example of a nonehiral Hamiltonian is given by .

V(8, i, 8, 2)

i)

g

equation for the left eigenfunction

The corresponding

Here, U(8, 2) is the crystal-field term, p cos(ng, 2),
and V(8, i, 8, 2) and W(8, , 8, 2) are nearest- and nextnearest-neighbor interactions, respectively. We will assume that

,) = w(ie, —8,

@~(g

= Ai, @A,.(8; i, g, 2). (2.44)

(2.40)

V(8'-i 8'-2) = V(lg'-i —8'-2])

pW(8, , 8, g)
g, 8, g) —

p—
U(8; g) p—
V(8,

2)

This Hamiltonian can be obtained from Eq. (2.42) by a
Taylor expansion, and has been used previously to study
defect propagation in moleeules of PTFE.22
As with the chiral models, we will study the nature
of the intrachain correlations.
Again, we first apply
a transfer-integral formalism (see Appendix A) to the
Hamiltonian Ho with V and W given by Eqs. (2.42) or
(2.43). The transfer-integral equation for the right eigen-

(2.47)
respectively.
The nature of the correlations are given by the second
largest eigenvalue Ai. If this eigenvalue is real and positive, the correlations are ferromagnetic. If on the other
hand Ai is complex, these correlations are helical with
a pitch given by (b = argAi. In particular, we want to
establish if nonchiral systems with a twofold crystal field
do possess a Lifshitz point, while systems with higher
0 the correlations
symmetry do not. In the limit p
are helical with a twist determined by V and W, and A~
is complex. Therefore, we need to establish the nature
of the correlations in the limit p —+ oo to ascertain if a
crossover to A~ really occurs. We can solve the transferintegral equation exactly in the limit Pp —+ oo. For n = 2
we can in this limit map the Hamiltonian onto an Ising
model by defining Ising spins cr; by o; = 1 if 8, = 2, and
a., = —
1 if 8, = —2. By using Eq. (2.41) and defining

~

I

a

=e-~

~''~

=e-~ ~'-'~

a

we obtain the following
eigenvalues:
AI

—aqbj.
—agb2

0
Ak

0

—a2bi

0

-agbg

equation

—aqb2
—a2bg
Ai,

0

(2.48)

for the four largest

0

0
—a2bi =0.
Ak —agbg

(2.49)
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FIG. 5. In this plot is depicted the temperature given by
= lncoshPJi as a function of J2/Ji (n = 2). For the

2PJ2

disorder-order transition to be from a paramagnetic to a ferromagnetic phase the interchain coupling must be so weak
that the critical temperature falls below this graph.

We note that the determinant does not separate into a
product of similar 2 x 2 determinants, which would ensure that the eigenvalues are all real. The equation can,
however, be factored with the result

X

O'2)t

AA,

(Ql

1~k

O'1+2(~i

~2)

+ +2)blok + +1&2(bi

52)

= 0,

(2.50)

from which we find the eigenvalues
Ao

=coshPJie

~

' +2

sinh

e

~

'+e

~

'
(2.51)

A+

=sinhPJie
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We have also performed Monte Carlo simulations on
the Hamiltonian Ho with V and W given by Eq. (2.42).
In these simulations, we calculated the structure factor
S(0, 0, q, ) at temperatures near an initial order-disorder
transition. These simulations show that for p large and
J~ Ji, S(0, 0, q, ) develops a peak at a finite value of q,
at the temperature of the order-disorder transition, indicating that the initial ordered phase is modulated. For
n = 2, p large and Jg &( J~, which is the region in which
transition, the
we may expect a disordered-ferromagnetic
simulations are inconclusive.

0. 8

(+1

IN. . .

~

' +2

cosh

PJ

e

~

' —e

~

'

)

The two roots Ai are complex if 2p J2 ln cosh p Ji. On
the other hand, the chains have helical conformations
only if 4J2 & Jq. In Fig. 5 is depicted the temperature given by 2pJ2 = lncoshpJi for 0.25 & J2/Ji &
0.5. In order for the system to exhibit a paramagneticferromagnetic phase transition, the critical temperature
must fall below this line. The scale of the critical temperature is set by the interchain coupling. Hence, the
transition can only occur for
paramagnetic-ferromagnetic
weak interchain interactions (J~).
For n & 2, we can map the model in an analogous way
onto an n-state model in the limit Pp
oo, leading to an
n x n determinantal equation for the n largest eigenvalues.
In general, the second largest eigenvalue is in these cases
complex. We then conclude that systems with n
2
do not have a crossover, so the initial ordered phase is
(almost) always incommensurate, and there is no Lifshitz
point.

AND DISCUSSION

We have in this paper investigated the effect of crystalfield strength and symmetry on the nature of the phase

diagram of three-dimensional
systems consisting of arrays of helical spin chains. The phase diagram of chiral
chains in fields with twofold symmetry exhibits a Lifshitz
point irrespectively of the preferred pitch which results
from intrachain interactions alone. In contrast, the existence of a Lifshitz point in the phase diagram of nonchiral
chains in arrays with twofold symmetry depends sensitively on the intrachain and interchain interactions. The
phase diagrams of both chiral and nonchiral chains in
arrays with higher symmetry than twofold do not exhibit a Lifshitz point. These results may have practical
applications. The symmetry and strength of the crystal
field may be affected by the application of external fields.
Application of a uniaxial stress in the direction perpendicular to the chain axis in an array with, for example,
hexagonal packing will lower the symmetry as the array
deforms. As a result, if the chains initially are ordered
helices with a nonzero pitch, their conformation may be
altered to ferromagnetic as a result of the uniaxial stress.
If the helices are optically active, this will dramatically
alter their response to electromagnetic fields propagating
in the direction along the chain axes. A transition of this
kind from helices to zigzag chains is indeed observed in
PTFE at high pressures (see Fig. 1). Our results here
suggest that this transition could be universal. In addition, we have found that the phase diagrams (for the chiral molecules) exhibit reentrance to helical structures at
temperatures betook an initial ferromagnetic phase. This
behavior, too, is observed in PTFE at high pressures,
where there is a transition from the (ferromagnetic) phase
III to the incommensurate low-temperature phase II as
the temperature is lowered.

~
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